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(IPCC, 2001)





Ice Charting and MappingIce Charting and Mapping

•Ship-report compilations

•Ice charting with
aircraft and satellite
support

•Satellite-derived
digital (algorithm)
products



(W. de la Mare, 1997, Nature, Vol. 389, 4)





Summary: Sources of Differences, Errors,Summary: Sources of Differences, Errors,

Biases in Ice Reports and ChartsBiases in Ice Reports and Charts

••  Distribution of observations in time and space;Distribution of observations in time and space;

•• Chart producers Chart producers’’ areas of interest or emphasis; areas of interest or emphasis;

•• Changes in types of data available over time; Changes in types of data available over time;

•• Changes in personnel and skill level. Changes in personnel and skill level.



Satellite-Derived Sea Ice Data SetsSatellite-Derived Sea Ice Data Sets

• Meteorological satellite products (visible/thermalMeteorological satellite products (visible/thermal

band - e.g., AVHRR [1970band - e.g., AVHRR [1970’’s - present]);s - present]);

•• Synthetic aperture radar ( Synthetic aperture radar (ERSERS-1, -1, ERSERS-2, RADARSAT-2, RADARSAT

[1991 - present]);[1991 - present]);

••  Scatterometer Scatterometer ((ERSERS, , QuikscatQuikscat););

•• Passive microwave (ESMR, SMMR, SSM/I,  Passive microwave (ESMR, SMMR, SSM/I, AMSR,AMSR,

CMIS CMIS [1974 - present])[1974 - present])











Summary: Sources of Error and Biases inSummary: Sources of Error and Biases in

Passive Microwave-Derived Satellite ProductsPassive Microwave-Derived Satellite Products

• Surface melt effects;Surface melt effects;

•• Thin ice cover; Thin ice cover;

•• Weather and ocean-surface contamination; Weather and ocean-surface contamination;

•• Effects of variations in snow cover; Effects of variations in snow cover;

•• Land contamination at coastlines; Land contamination at coastlines;

•• Gradual changes in atmospheric or surface Gradual changes in atmospheric or surface

conditions.conditions.



xxSatellite Data / Algorithm Differences







Differences in ice concentration (SSM/I F11 vs. SSM/I F13)



Summary: Sources of Inconsistencies BetweenSummary: Sources of Inconsistencies Between

Passive Microwave Sensors, Platforms, andPassive Microwave Sensors, Platforms, and

AlgorithmsAlgorithms

•• Channel selection; Channel selection;

•• Viewing angle; Viewing angle;

•• Overpass times; Overpass times;

•• Algorithm nature and channel suite; Algorithm nature and channel suite;

•• Tie point ( Tie point (““calibrationcalibration””) selection;) selection;

•• Algorithm sensitivity to sensor drift; Algorithm sensitivity to sensor drift;

•• Algorithm sensitivity to second-order factors. Algorithm sensitivity to second-order factors.



Monthly mean AVHRR-derived all-sky skin
temperatures for areas within ranges of sea
ice concentration as estimated from SSM/I
data.  Concentration ranges in percent are
listed next to the corresponding plot lines.

AVHRR: July 1998

Skin temperature

Albedo

SST and IST in the
Marginal Ice Zone





Quikscat RadarApplications of Modeling and
Multi-sensor Approaches



ConclusionsConclusions

•Three distinct types of records: point
observations; manually-generated charts;

satellite-based algorithms;

••Sources and biases vary with data type (thinSources and biases vary with data type (thin

ice, melt effects, etc.);ice, melt effects, etc.);

••MultisensorMultisensor+modeling approaches likely to be+modeling approaches likely to be

effective for minimizing error and improvingeffective for minimizing error and improving

blending of products.blending of products.





(IPCC, 2001)









Differences in ice concentration (SSM/I F11 vs. SSM/I F13)
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Comparison of mean differences in sea ice extent between

SSM/I F13 and F11 (F13 minus F11).




